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Section 1: Introduction 
Potosi is a small town located in central Washington County, with 2,526 people counted in the 2022 census. 
The area was originally inhabited by Native American tribes before European settlers, especially French, began 
arriving in the 18th century and named the city Mine au Breton. The town was officially established as Potosi 
in 1826, named by Moses Austin after the famous silver mining city in Bolivia. Potosi quickly became known 
for its rich mineral resources, particularly lead. The town's proximity to the Lead Belt region, which was one of 
the largest lead mining districts in the United States, contributed to its rapid growth and prosperity. The lead 
industry brought numerous settlers to the area and Potosi became a bustling mining town. In the years after, 
Potosi has experienced booms and busts as the lead market has fluctuated. Potosi has managed to diversify its 
economy by developing other industries such as agriculture and manufacturing. Today, Potosi is a charming 
community that celebrates its rich heritage through various historical sites and events and continues to 
welcome visitors who visit numerous closely located outdoor destinations such as the Mark Twain National 
Forest, Washington State Park and St. Francois State Park. 
 

 
 

What is an Active Living Community of Practice?  
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services (DHSS) objective with the Active Transportation grant 

is to assist communities with adopting active transportation policies and plans that enhance the 

connectedness within communities to everyday destinations. Specifically, this grant has direction to develop 

plans for increasing the number of “activity friendly routes” that connect “everyday destinations.” DHSS 

defines activity friendly routes as “direct and convenient connections that offer protection from cars, making 

it easier to cross the street and reach different locations. They connect at least two everyday destinations and 

include four modes of active transportation: bicycle, pedestrian, multi-use paths and public transit.” 

Additionally, everyday destinations are referred to as “desirable, useful, and attractive places people need or 

want to go, such as schools, stores, parks and businesses.”   

These routes and destinations are the building blocks for determining an overall plan for active transportation 

which DHSS defines as “any self-propelled, human mode of transportation, such as walking or bicycling.” 

Active transportation can boost local economies, increase physical health, improve the natural environment, 

View of a pedestrian crosswalk on High Street in Potosi, 

looking northwest. 
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and provide affordable transportation access for all. Through a grant from DHSS, the Meramec Regional 

Planning Commission (MRPC) selected a community in the eight-county region that had an interest in 

enhancing the lives of its citizens through the adoption of an Active Transportation Plan. Additionally, MRPC 

reviewed health and socioeconomic-related statistics from the American Community Survey (ACS Census data) 

and countyhealthrankings.org to ensure the chosen community demonstrated a need. This need included 

poor health outcomes and low rankings as a health county statewide. Washington County currently ranks 

#107 out of 115 counties in Missouri, and Potosi looks to support and increase its resident’s quality of life and 

safety with increased pedestrian infrastructure throughout the city.  

  

Different types of active transportation include:  
 
• Pedestrian (walk or wheelchair)  

• Bicycles 

• Skateboards 

• Other personal mobility devices 
 

 

Per the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, active transportation provides the following benefits: 

 

 

 

Healthy People – Adds routine physical activities into 
citizens’ daily lives

Health Environment – Reduces impacts to the 
environment by using cars less

Healthy Economy – Creates communities with a high 
quality of life that can spur small business development, 
increasing tourism dollars and possibly property values

Mobility for All – Provides vulnerable populations 
(children, elderly, low-income, etc.) with access to move 

around their community

Hiking
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Potosi’s Active Living Communities of Practice Goal 
The purpose of defining active transportation in Potosi is to improve the physical health of the community as 

people continue to engage in less recreational opportunities nationwide. During the stakeholder planning 

process, the group discussed several improvements that would benefit the residents of Potosi and enhance 

safety, quality of life, and active opportunities.  

 

The goal of this plan is to prioritize improvements  

to Potosi’s sidewalk infrastructure and connections to 

community areas of interest for overall user safety, as 

well as identify ways to improve the short and long-

term health outcomes of residents. 

 

 

Views of existing exercise and recreational destinations in Potosi, Potosi City Park (left) and the Washington County Memorial 

Hospital Walking Trail (right). 
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Section 2: Existing Conditions 

Before sidewalk and trail recommendations can be made, it is important to understand the condition of 

existing infrastructure, including sidewalks, trails, crosswalks, etc. Overall, the city of Potosi has a large 

pedestrian network compared to many small towns in the Meramec region. With approximately 29,565 linear 

feet (5.6 miles) of sidewalk, the community has a good base for expansion of its facilities. Although sidewalk 

conditions vary, Potosi currently has existing pedestrian infrastructure connecting the State Route 8/High 

Street business corridor to Potosi R-III Public schools and residential streets to the north. 

 

Areas of Interest 
Throughout the Active Transportation planning process, MRPC asked Potosi’s stakeholders to identify areas of 

interest or community destinations. The destinations included focus areas of education, recreation, essential 

goods and public services. It was noted from discussions that most of Potosi’s areas of interest, outside of the 

High Street business district, had no dedicated connections for active transportation users.   

Stakeholders highlighted a need for connection to the Trojan Sports Complex and Potosi City Park, the city’s 

primary outdoor recreation destinations.  The need to safely connect both recreational areas to Potosi R-III 

School campuses and each other was emphasized by the group.  

The cluster of destinations surrounding the intersection of State Route 8 and State Route 21 highlighted the 

need for crosswalks in each direction.  Active transportation users are currently forced to navigate these 

highways with no dedicated crossing, often to access essential services nearby such as the Washington County 

Memorial Hospital, multiple health clinics and grocery stores.  

 

MRPC assessed existing active transportation infrastructure in Potosi including sidewalks on Lead Street (left) and a crosswalk on 

Missouri Street (right). 
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Map of Areas of Interest 

 

 

It should be noted that the Trojan Sports Complex and Washington County Fair Grounds are both located 

entirely outside of Potosi’s city limits.  Any sidewalk or trail developments to these destinations will need to be 

discussed and developed in coordination with Washington County and the Missouri Department of 

Transportation.   

Map 2.1 
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Existing Crosswalks 
Crosswalks in Potosi are essential to the safety of active transportation users and have been prioritized 

projects by city government. Several existing crosswalks are located along State Route 8/High Street and south 

toward Potosi R-III Public Schools. Map 2.3 highlights 11 existing crosswalks located within Potosi’s active 

transportation priority network, which is outlined in detail later in this plan.  It is important to note that 

several additional crosswalks are located on the Potosi R-III Campus, allowing students to safely cross streets 

between campus buildings and parking lots. 

Map of Existing Crosswalks 

 

Map 2.2 
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Sidewalk Conditions 
In Potosi, existing sidewalk infrastructure is concentrated through the State Route 8/High Street business 

corridor and south toward Potosi Public Schools along Mine Street and Lead Street. Additional sidewalks are in 

the neighborhoods north of High Street along Missouri Street and Pine Street. In 2020, MRPC completed a 

sidewalk inventory in partnership with the Missouri Department of Transportation. That inventory was again 

checked by MRPC in June 2023 to update current conditions for sidewalks and routes specified by this Active 

Living Communities of Practice Plan. 

 

The City of Potosi has approximately 29,565 linear feet (5.6 miles) of existing sidewalks. The majority of 

sidewalks are considered to be in good condition. Map 2.3 illustrates sidewalk conditions from 2020. 

 

 Map of Existing Sidewalk Conditions 

 

  

Map 2.3 
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Sidewalk conditions are organized into three categories:  

 

 

 

• Good sidewalks have a smooth and continuous 

paved surface with minimal cracks or upturned 

segments. Good sidewalks are separated from 

automobile conflicts with a curb or landscape buffer 

and well-defined driveway crossings. This sidewalk 

was built within the last 10 years to provide access to 

businesses along High Street. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•  are continuous and paved but may 

have cracks or upturned segments that make use 

difficult for those with mobility challenges. Some 

Potosi sidewalks have encroaching vegetation and 

utility poles which shrink the already narrow walking 

path.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Poor sidewalks are in significant disrepair, are 

overgrown, or are missing large segments entirely. 

These sidewalks are functional only for the able-

bodied in ideal weather conditions. 

 

 
Sidewalk along west side of Mineral Street looking south. 

Sidewalk on north side of High Street looking northwest. 

Sidewalk along south side of Breton Street looking northwest. 
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Existing Trails 
While dedicated recreational trails are a priority for Potosi, the only existing developed trail identified by 

stakeholders is the Washington County Memorial Hospital’s Walking Trail. This paved trail features an 

approximately 1,320 ft. paved loop and is located southwest of the intersection of State Route 8 and State 

Route 21.  Stakeholders also noted several walking paths and roads used by pedestrians for exercise and 

recreation in Potosi City Park. However, the park roads and paths are only usable to able-bodied people due to 

path size and condition.  Stakeholders expressed the need for a more comprehensive, safe trail system which 

is outlined later in this plan. 

Map of Existing Trail 

 

Map 2.4 
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Section 3: Community Engagement 
MRPC and city staff identified a group of stakeholders committed to the planning and development of active 

transportation. Participants included representatives of local government, public works, police and safety, and 

a member of the greater community. The city staff hosted the stakeholder group meeting at the Lonnie Feeler 

Administrative Building. 

 

Public Meeting 
The public meetings were held on July 6 and August 9, 2023, at Potosi City Hall. A total of ten people attended 

the first meeting and MRPC staff provided a presentation on the active communities of practice and active 

transportation planning process. Staff then asked the group to begin identifying areas of interest within the 

city. The group discussed possible locations where there was a need to improve pedestrian access and safety. 

MRPC staff indicated a series of maps would be created to reflect the discussion and to assist in prioritization. 

Attendees discussed the importance of connections for safe access to Potosi City Park, Potosi R-III Public 

Schools, the High Street business corridor, health services, essential goods, residential neighborhoods, assisted 

living communities and multi-family housing.   

 

The second meeting held August 9 was attended by 5 people.  MRPC staff reviewed the areas of interest, 

priority routes and online surveys submitted by Potosi residents and community members prior.  Potosi 

stakeholders also discussed and identified five proposed crosswalk locations and a series of proposed trails 

to/through Potosi City Park. 

 

 

 
Stakeholders and MRPC were hosted by Potosi City Hall for both active 

transportation planning meetings. 
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Online Survey 
To understand the greater community’s priorities and needs, an online survey asked citizens of Potosi and the 

surrounding area about their experiences walking and biking, and what topics were most important to them. 

Surveys were posted online and via email, and a total of 103 people took the survey by the July 30 deadline. 

Full results of the survey, including those submitted after the deadline, can be found in Appendix A.  

 

Survey respondents unanimously agreed that sidewalks and trails were somewhat or very important to the 

health of the community. Of the 103 responses:  

 38 walked or biked to engage in physical activity several times a week. 

 More than half (59) of the respondents felt that 

bike lanes would be valued. 

 A majority of respondents (92) drove to work alone, 

and six walked to work. 

 49 people felt that the city of Potosi was slightly 

walkable, with 13 individuals stating that the city 

was not walkable at all.  

 71 respondents provided additional comments on 

what they felt should be focus areas for sidewalk 

connections in the city of Potosi. These areas 

include, but are not limited to: 

o Jefferson Street 

o High Street/State Route 8 

o State Route 21 

o Purcell Drive 

o Lawrence Street 

o Park Street/State Route P 

o Missouri Street 

o Hall Street 

o Valley Road 

o Mine Street 
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Section 4: Recommendations 
Potosi’s stakeholder group has carefully considered a variety of projects and community improvements to 

better serve the visitors and citizens of Potosi. A long list of possible projects was identified for sidewalks and 

crosswalks and then prioritized to address the greatest areas of need. Special consideration was given to areas 

where safety was a concern for pedestrians, especially those of the school-aged and elderly populations. 

Examples of major areas of concern include travel along and across High Street, as well as pedestrian traffic to 

Potosi City Park and the Trojan Sports Complex.  

 

It is also important to clarify that all potential projects identified in this plan will require more detailed 

planning and design before anything can be finalized and constructed because each route and crosswalk is 

conceptual only. With regards to sidewalks, the governing jurisdictions should work with the public to develop 

the final design and location. Finally, land or right-of-way acquisition might be required for the city to 

construct the proposed improvements. Since all these additional costs are difficult to estimate at this time, 

any proposed projects estimates would be determined solely on the current cost of concrete pavement and 

rock base per MoDOT Multimodal. As of May 1, 2023, MoDOT notes that concrete sidewalk per square yard 

costs $64 and a rock base per square yard costs $7.00. The remainder of this section provides an overview of 

sidewalk and crosswalk priorities with suggestions for potential improvements as follows:  

 

A. Proposed Trail Development 

              Priority 1 – Brenton Creek Trail 

   Priority 2 – Potosi City Park Breton Creek Trail 

   Priority 3 – Potosi City Park Loop 

 

B. Proposed Crosswalks 

Priority 1 – High Street and Jefferson Street 

Priority 2 – High Street and State Route 21 

Priority 3 – High Street and Hall Street 

Priority 4 – Jefferson Street and Park Drive 

Priority 5 – Missouri Street and Laurel Street 

 

C. Proposed Sidewalks 

Priority 1 – Jefferson Street 

Priority 2 – State Route 185/State Route 8 

Priority 3 – Pine Street 

Priority 4 – Lawrence Street 

Priority 5 – Hall Street 

Priority 6 – High Street 

Priority 7 – Purcell Drive 

Priority 8 – State Route 21 

Priority 9 – Veterans Drive 

Recommended projects and improvements to 

Potosi’s pedestrian network include crosswalks at 

State Route 8 and State Route 21 (above) and 

additional sidewalks along Jefferson Avenue (below). 



Source: Esri, Maxar, Earthstar Geographics, and the GIS User Community
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Proposed Trail Development 

Potosi’s community stakeholders discussed and prioritized a continuous series of trails to be developed near 

the southern city limits that emphasize both connectivity and safe recreational opportunities.  These trails 

would connect to the proposed Jefferson Street sidewalk development to the north and run continuously to 

and through Potosi City Park to the trail loop along its southern border.  Between the three segments, an 

estimated 6,150 feet (1.16 miles) of dedicated trail would be available to Potosi’s residents and visitors.   

Map of Potiental Trails 

 

Map 4.2 
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Trail Developments (Rank 1 through 3) in Priority Order: 

Priority 1: Breton Creek Trail – The highest prioritized, this trail would safely connect the proposed Jefferson 

Street sidewalk to the north with Potosi City Park to the south.  The proposed trail is approximately 2000 feet 

in length and would run along Breton Creek through a naturally wooded landscape.  Sakeholders representing 

Potosi R-III Public Schools also indicated a desire to develop this trail as it would connect Potosi Elementary 

School, located directly west of the trail, to a safe recreational opportunities and the rest of Potosi.  It was also 

discussed by the stakeholder group that the land parcel this trail could be developed on is privately owned, 

however it is not suitable for residental or commercial development due to grade and flooding. 

 

 

Priority 2: City Park Trail – This trail would safely connect the proposed Breton Creek Trail to the north with 

the City Park Loop Trail to the south.  The proposed trail is approximately 1450 feet in length and would run 

along Breton Creek, bisecting Potosi City Park from north to south.  Potosi City Park currently has loose gravel 

roads along portions of Breton Creek, however these roads are currently shared by active transportation users 

and auto traffic.  Potosi stakeholders expressed a desire to develop this trail segment as a dedicated ADA safe 

alternative to existing bike and pedestrian options. 

 

 

Examples of the potential Breton Creek Tails site’s current condition, looking south from the intersection of Johnson Street and 
Park Street (left) and north from the northern boundaries of Potosi City Park (right). 

Examples of the potential City Park Trails site’s current condition, looking to the north (left) and the south (right). 
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Priority 3: City Park Trail Loop – This southern most trail segment would connect the proposed City Park Trail 

to the north with complete recreational loop for active transportaton users.  The proposed trail loop is 

approximately 2700 feet in length and would circle an open space in the southern most section of Potosi City 

Park which features a portion of the park’s disc golf course.  This loop currently exists as a dirt and gravel foot 

path, primarily used for recreation by disc golfers and pedestrians. Potosi stakeholders expressed a desire to 

develop this segment as a dedicated ADA recreation trail that is viable for a wide range of active 

transportation users. 

 

  

Examples of the potential City Park Trail Loop site’s current condition, looking to the west (left) and the south (right). 
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Proposed Crosswalk Development 
Crosswalks in the city of Potosi are some of the most important improvements needed for sidewalks and trails, 

to ensure pedestrians and cyclists can move safely across town. During the planning process, the stakeholder 

group discussed five different crosswalk locations throughout Potosi.  All of these locations reflects the 

community's need for safe and convenient routes for pedestrians to cross streets and highways along the 

prioritized connections. MoDOT controls the right-of-way on all proposed crosswalk areas on one or both 

roads for each intersection and improvements would require cooperation between entities. Potosi’s 

stakeholders cited several concerns regarding the present danger of pedestrian crossings at the intersection of 

State Route 21 and State Route 8/High Street.  It is recommended to include a Rectangular Rapid Flashing 

Beacon (RRFB) pedestrian crosswalk system on both proposed locations. This improvement would require 

pedestrians and cyclists to use a button that would trigger a flashing light to stop oncoming traffic. However, it 

is also recommended that warning lights, rumble strips and signs be placed at a distance far enough in 

advance to warn vehicles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crosswalk education is another important issue that should be considered as a part of construction. 

Pedestrians and motorists can both benefit from education opportunities to teach people how to safely utilize 

these enhancements. The links listed below are all related to pedestrian safety training opportunities in 

Missouri, including crosswalk safety: 

https://mobikefed.org/sites/default/files/moactivesummit2022/SGF%20Yields%20MO%20A%20T%20Summit.pdf 

https://www.nhtsa.gov/road-safety/pedestrian-safety 

https://www.springfieldmo.gov/3519/Pedestrian-Safety---SGF-Yields 

https://www.savemolives.com/mcrs/pedestrian-safety-campaign 

 

RRFB example from TAPCO RRFB – FHWA crosswalks 
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Map of Proposed Crosswalks 

 

 

Map 4.3 
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Intersections/Crosswalks (Rank 1 through 5) in Priority Order: 

 

Priority 1: State Route 8/High Street and Jefferson 

Avenue – The highest prioritized, this crossing would 

provide a safe route across High Street to connect 

existing sidewalks on Jefferson Street and High Street 

to the south with the proposed sidewalk along High 

Street and State Route 185 to the north. Looking to the 

future, this crossing would help connect the Trojan 

Sports Complex to the north with the rest of Potosi to 

the south for active transportation users. With 

pedestrian safety and auto traffic considered, the 

stakeholders identified this intersection as the highest 

need.   

 

 

Priority 2: State Route 8/High Street and State Route 21 – Developing this intersection for active 

transportation would provide the first safe route across both State Route 21 and State Route 8 in the south-

central commercial part of Potosi. Looking to the future, this crossing would also safely connect the proposed 

sidewalk developments along State Route 8 and State Route 21, prioritized by stakeholders in this plan. 

Despite there being no existing sidewalks leading to this intersection, it is frequently crossed by active 

transportation users due to a high volume of restaurants, health services and shopping centers located to the 

northwest, southwest and southeast. 

 

 

 

Proposed crosswalk location crossing State Route 8/High Street 

 and Jefferson Avenue. 

 
An aerial view of the intersection of State Route 8 and State Route 21 (left) and the same intersection from photographed from the 

southeast looking northwest (right). 
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It is important to note that both State Route 21 and State Route 8 are state highways and thus maintained by 

MoDOT, who strictly follows the standards of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in all crosswalk 

developments and updates.  Safety planning and design will be especially important in this intersection as it 

also uses right-turn slip-lanes in all directions with concrete islands separating them.  Slip-lanes alleviate traffic 

congestion by allowing vehicles a dedicated yield lane when turning right but are dangerous for active 

transportation users as vehicles are not required to come to a complete stop.  Informing the public and 

including signage requiring vehicles to stop for pedestrians is essential for user safety.  Below is an example of 

a similar slip-lane intersection with crosswalks from Rolla, MO at the intersection of State Route 72 and State 

Route 63.   

 

 

 

 

Priority 3: State Route 8/High Street and Hall Street – 

This crossing would provide another safe route across 

High Street to connect the proposed sidewalk on 

Jefferson Street and Hall Street to the southwest with 

the proposed sidewalk along Hall Street to the 

northeast. Looking to the future, this crossing would 

help connect the residential areas to the north with 

Jefferson Street, proposed trails and Potosi City Park to 

the south.  

 

  

An aerial view of the pedestrian inclusive intersection of State Route 63 and State Route 72 in Rolla, MO (left) and a slip lane 

crosswalk diagram example from the Zero Fatalities program in Nevada (right). 

Proposed crosswalk location crossing State Route 8/High Street 

 and Jefferson Avenue. 
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Priority 4: Jefferson Street and Park Drive – This crossing 

would provide another safe route across Park Drive to 

connect the proposed sidewalk on the south side of 

Jefferson Street to the west with the proposed Brenon 

Creek Trail to the east. Looking to the future, this crossing 

would be essential in safely connecting the greater Potosi 

commercial and residential areas with Potosi City Park.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority 5: Missouri Street and Laurel Street – This 

crossing would provide a safe route across Missouri 

Steet to connect the residential neighborhoods to the 

west with the commercial and industrial visits to the 

east. Stakeholders noted that a crosswalk used to exist 

in this area but was not replaced after repaving.  It was 

also noted that high volumes of active transportation 

users cross Missouri Street in this general area to access 

the stores and other businesses to the east.  

Additionally, traffic on Missouri Street from the county 

to the north often travels at high speeds.  These high 

speeds are especially dangerous to pedestrians due to 

visibility issues from the road’s grade and curve 

traveling south into town. 

  

Proposed crosswalk location crossing Park Drive at 

Jefferson Avenue. 

Proposed crosswalk location crossing Missouri Street at 

Laurel Street. 
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Proposed Sidewalk Development 
The last grouping of prioritized projects focuses on existing sidewalk expansions and developing new locations 

in Potosi. The stakeholder group discussed eight locations throughout the city. All proposed sidewalks improve 

connectivity throughout the community by providing access to government, recreation, business and 

residential areas. Preliminary costs for materials based on MoDOT estimates are side $64 per square yard for a 

concrete sidewalk and a rock base per square yard costs $7.00. Additional engineering, right-of-way access, 

and grading costs would need to be factored into the total cost. All sidewalks along state highways are 

recommended to be a minimum of six-feet wide to eight-feet in busier areas to accommodate two-way 

multimodal traffic. Map 4.4 depicts each of the proposed sidewalks. 

Map of Proposed Crosswalks 

 

Map 4.4 
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Sidewalks (Rank 1 through 9): 

Priority 1: Jefferson Street (south side) – Runs 
northwest/southeast from Mill Street to Park Drive. This section 
is approximately 3,250 ft. in length. This street currently has 
existing sidewalks from High Street to Mille Steet and is a 
common route for active transportation users due to its 
proximity to the scenic Breton Creek and multiple community 
parks. Additionally, upon the completion of the prioritized trails 
and State Route 185/High Street sidewalk, Jefferson Street 
would help provide a complete route for active transportation 
users from the Trojan Sports Complex to Potosi City Park.  An 
eight to ten feet-wide sidewalk is recommended for multi-modal 
use. 
 

 

Priority 2: State Route 185 and State Route 8/High Street 
(north side) - Runs northwest/southeast from the Trojan 
Sports Complex to Jefferson Street and is approximately 3,800 
ft. in length.  This prioritized section would connect and 
continue existing sidewalks along High Street to the Trojan 
Sports Complex to the north.  It is noted that the stakeholder 
group also discussed replacing this sidewalk with a trail along 
Breton Creek to the same destinations.  The proposed trail 
would allow the sports complex to be safely accessed by the 
Potosi R-III schools and Potosi residential areas by active 
transportation users. An eight to ten feet-wide sidewalk is 
recommended for multi-modal use. 
 

 

Priority 3: Pine Street (either side) - runs 
southwest/northeast from Florence Avenue to 
Simmental Lane and is approximately 2,800 ft. in length. 
This prioritized section would connect Potosi’s 
residential neighborhoods to the north with existing 
sidewalks on Pine Street and the rest of Potosi’s active 
transportation connections. Stakeholders discussed the 
importance of this route as a safe connection for 
residents to Potosi R-III Public Schools, commercial 
districts, health services and recreation. A six to eight 
feet-wide sidewalk is recommended for this 
neighborhood connection. 
 

Jefferson Street looking southeast from Mill Street. 

State Route 8 looking southeast from the  

Trojan Sports Complex. 

Pine Street looking north from Clara Avenue 
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Priority 4: Lawrence Street and Vassel Street (either side) – runs 

north/south from High Street to Vassel Street on Lawrence Street, 

and the entirety of Vassel Street ending at a community park.  This 

approximately 2,500 ft. section of sidewalk would connect northern 

residential neighborhoods with the rest of Potosi’s active 

transportation connections to the south. It is also noted that several 

multi-family and senior residential developments are located along 

Lawrence Street with no current safe route to the rest of Potosi. A six 

to eight feet-wide sidewalk is recommended for this neighborhood 

connection. 

 

 

Priority 5: Hall Street (either side) – Runs 

southwest/northeast from Jefferson Street to Purcell 

Drive and is approximately 1,400 ft. in length.  This 

section of Hall Street provides an additional connection 

between Purcell Drive and High Street, as active 

transportation users currently cross through industrial 

and commercial properties to achieve connectivity.  In 

addition to the proposed sidewalks on Lawrence Street 

and Purcell Drive, this route would provide increased 

connectivity to numerous residential neighborhoods, 

multi-family developments, health services and 

industrial businesses in the area. A six to eight feet-wide 

sidewalk is recommended for this neighborhood 

connection. 

Priority 6: State Route 8/High Street (both sides) – Runs 

east/west from Casey Street to Pearl Street and is 

approximately 5,000 ft. in length. A continuation of sidewalks 

on High Street would provide connectivity for the residential 

neighborhoods in north Potosi to the businesses and services 

available to the southeast. High Street is often traveled by 

active transportation users, however when the sidewalks 

stop at Casey Street they are forced to use the right-of-way, 

shoulders or private property to reach their destinations. 

Stakeholders noted a desire to have sidewalks on both sides 

of High Street between Casey Street and State Route 21 due 

to the numerous businesses and services located on both 

sides of the street. An eight to ten feet-wide sidewalk is 

recommended for downtown mixed use. 

Hall Street looking northeast from Austin Street. 

High Street looking east from Casey Street. 

Lawrence Street looking north from the Potosi 

Senior Center. 
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Priority 7: Purcell Drive (north side) – Runs east/west from 

State Route 21 to Hall Street and is approximately 1,250 ft. 

in length. A sidewalk along Purcell would provide an 

additional pedestrian connection between multi-family 

housing and several residential streets to State Route 21 

and the areas of interest to the south. Currently, 

pedestrians walk on the north side of Purcell Drive so much 

a visible foot path has formed. Existing sidewalks on Purcell 

Drive between Hall Street and Lawrene Street are also 

located on its north side. A six to eight feet-wide sidewalk is 

recommended for this neighborhood connection. 

 

 

 

Priority 8: State Route 21 (either side) – runs north/south 

from Purcell Drive to the southern city limits and is 

approximately 7,000 ft. in length.  A sidewalk along State 

Route 21 would provide another connection from the 

residential neighborhoods in north Potosi to essential 

services and shopping to the southeast.  Active 

transportation users currently use the right-of-way or 

shoulders along State Route 21 to reach destinations.  It 

was also noted this sidewalk would provide an active 

transportation connection to Potosi for a current residential 

development south of Potosi City Park. An eight to ten feet-

wide sidewalk is recommended for multi-modal use.  

 

 

Priority 9: Veterans Drive (either side) – runs east/west from 

State Route 8/High Street to Holcombe Road and is 

approximately 4,000 ft. in length.  A sidewalk along Veterans 

Drive would provide a needed active transportation 

connection from the residential neighborhood of 

Springtown to the east with essential services, recreation 

and businesses in Potosi.  It was noted by stakeholders that 

pedestrians often use the right-of-way or travel in the street 

with traffic on Veterans Drive to reach destinations. An eight 

to ten feet-wide sidewalk is recommended for multi-modal 

use. 

Purcell Drive looking west from State Route 21. 

State Route 21 looking south from Franklin Road. 

Veterans Drive looking west from State Route U. 
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Section 5: Implementation 
Project Implementation Strategies 
The Active Living Communities of Practice Plan focuses primarily on larger infrastructure improvements that 
will require engineering, concrete and other materials. Planning for projects to be incorporated during routine 
maintenance will give the city of Potosi the opportunity to implement projects at a faster rate than waiting on 
grant funding. Recommendations regarding implementing Potosi’s proposed projects include: 
 

 Coordination with street striping schedules during routine maintenance. While this plan does not 
address bike lane striping, other striping projects could include crosswalk locations as prioritized on 
Map 4.3.  
 

 Coordination with planned resurfacing. While street resurfacing is less frequent than restriping, all 
streets require regular maintenance and repair. It is likely that most streets in Potosi will require 
resurfacing over the course of implementation of the Active Communities of Practice Plan. These 
resurfacing projects can be aligned with recommended pedestrian improvements to minimize 
additional costs, especially those projects outlined on Map 4.4 as priority sidewalks.  
 

 Coordination with private partners. This is another strategy for project implementation where new and 
redevelopment projects are often responsible for infrastructure improvements adjacent to their 
development. This could include new or upgraded sidewalks and trails. Currently, the city of Potosi 
does not codify this requirement for development; however, it is an opportunity to identify future code 
amendments. As walking and biking projects are implemented over the course of several years, this 
creates an opportunity to coordinate private development site improvements with plan 
recommendations. 

 
It is also recommended that prioritized projects listed in this plan be incorporated into existing plans and 
programs that include active transportation infrastructure such as: 
 
 

 MRPC’s Comprehensive Economic 
Development Strategy (CEDS)  

 MRPC’s Regional Transportation Plan 

 Maries County’s list of High Priority 
Unfunded Transportation/Multimodal 
Needs on the state system 

 Comprehensive Planning for Potosi 

 Ordinance adoption and updates 

 Potosi Capital Improvement Plans 

 Other Potosi Community Plans  

 School District Plans 
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Project Funding Opportunities 
Potosi has demonstrated success in fundraising as a Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) grant recipient 
in 2019 and should continue applying for TAP funds in the future. Through the 2019 TAP grant Potosi was able 
to build a complete six-foot wide ADA accessible sidewalk on Missouri Street from Market Street to Florence 
Avenue. Potosi has also applied for a TAP grant in 2023 for new ADA sidewalks along portions of Jefferson 
Street, Mill Street and Citadel Drive. In addition to RTP and TAP grants several other funding opportunities 
exist through state and federal programs. A complete list of pedestrian and bicycle funding opportunities can 
be found in Appendix B of this report and at the following link: 
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/funding/funding_opportunities.pdf 
 
The table was compiled by the Federal Highway Administration and is up to date as of September 9, 2022. 
Links to each grant program are provided in the table. The list of funding opportunities identified below has 
additional potential to assist with the projects listed in this report. 
 

 Missouri State Parks Recreational Trail Program (RTP) - This grant is useful for trails or alternative 
transportation, as well as trailhead construction or other recreational activities. It requires an 80/20 
match that goes up to $250,000 (whereas TAP has a maximum of $500,000). 
 

 Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) - This fund can be used for trail construction or park 
amenities in municipal parks. This grant requires a 50/50 match with a $500,000 maximum request. 
 

 Missouri Department of Conservation Land Conservation Partnership Grant Outdoor Recreation 
Infrastructure Program - This grant can be used for enhancing public access and citizen engagement in 
conservation-related outdoor recreation through the development of outdoor recreation 
infrastructure. It could be useful for developing the trail, trail amenities such as benches, and native 
habitat development. This grant requires a 50/50 match and there is not a set award dollar limit at this 
time. 
 

 PeopleForBikes - The PeopleForBikes Community Grant Program supports bicycle infrastructure 
projects and targeted advocacy initiatives that make it easier and safer for people of all ages and 
abilities to ride.  
 

 Rails to Trails Conservancy - This program offers a trail building tool to assist communities with a 
variety of trail building topics including the basics of trail buildings, organizing/building community 
interest, funding, and maintenance. The toolkit is available here: railstotrails.org/build-trails/trail-
building-toolbox/. They also offer grant funds. 
 

Where do we go from here? 
The recommendations in this Active Living Communities of Practice Plan, in total, could take anywhere from 
one year to decades to complete. Implementation is entirely dependent upon political will, funding and other 
factors. However, some of the recommendations could come to fruition faster than others if the city 
developed a codified Complete Streets policy. This policy encourages walking, bicycling, and other non-
motorized forms of transit to be considered during the design, construction and maintenance process for 
public transportation projects. 
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Additionally, sidewalk and trail infrastructure improvements will continue to be at the forefront of local 
planning efforts so long as the planning stakeholders continue to meet and prioritize projects. It is 
recommended that the group meet annually, as appropriate, to monitor progress and update the Active 
Transportation Plan. City staff will be responsible for initiating plan reviews and inviting local stakeholders, as 
well as a representative from the Meramec Regional Planning Commission. The group should also monitor 
changes in local priorities based on future development within Potosi. 
 
As Potosi continues to attract residents and visitors through its businesses, recreation and community events, 
the need for safe active transportation routes becomes more important.  Visitors will need to be able to 
navigate the city and easily walk and bike to destinations within.  It would be of great benefit for the city to 
invest in wayfinding signage and maps to provide the public with clear, safe routes throughout.  Additionally, 
public amenities such as restrooms, benches and water stations will benefit Potosi residents and visitors while 
promoting itself as a pedestrian friendly destination. As opportunities become available Potosi should 
prioritize further developing safe routes connecting the city and reevaluate priorities on a regular basis to 
better serve the community. 
 

 

Ongoing

•Neighborhood sidewalk connectors, with possible crosswalks and/or on-street bicycle lanes, should 
be considered (or other improvements) alongside the city’s resurfacing and restriping schedule.  The 
recreational trails and safe routes connecting the city should be promoted through the city's social 
media, including easily read maps with destinations included.

Short- Term 
(0-5 Years)

•Sidewalk and trail improvements that can be constructed with the assistance of TAP and RTP grant 
funds should be pursued for this time period. These include the completion of prioritezed sidewalk 
connections, crosswalks and other projects which would greatly improve the pedestrian safety 
along major corridors

Mid-Term  (6-
10 Years)

Sidewalks connecting Areas of Interest as shown within this plan should be implemented within 6-
10 years in order to maintain connectivity throughout the city of Potosi.  Prioritized routes should 
be reassessed regularly to best serve visitors and the local community.

Long-Term 
(10+ Years)

Larger projects such as construction over a mile in length (i.e. proposed trail system, State Route 21 
sidewalk, etc.) should continue to be planned for but are likely long-term projects due to the 
amount of easements/right-of-way acquisition and construction costs.
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Appendix A:  Community  

Survey Responses 
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Potosi Active Transportation Survey  
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 Next to McDonald’s and dollar general 

 Part of High Street near UsBank  

 Jefferson St 

 High Street 

 p Hwy 

 Main drag through town needs updated all of the side roads! 

 Main Street from the library down to McDonald’s 

 Missouri 

 Purcell Drive.  

 N Hall 

 Nicholson 
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 Mine st 

 Hwy 21 

 Nearly all the streets in Potosi need to be more pedestrian friendly. High street has sidewalks but they are 

crumbling and disconnected. I'd start with that then move to Jefferson Street. There could be more pedestrian 

traffic on Jefferson if it had viable sidewalks. The runners for school use this street and its VERY dangerous with 

no sidewalks 

 Valley road 

 Streets that connect to main streets 

 Richeson Rd  

 Barefoot is dangerous 

 All of them without sidewalks need sidewalks 

 Valley rd, Richardson rd,  

 8 hwy 

 North Missouri 

 Over half of Purcell dr has sidewalks, N. Missouri St has only partial sidewalks that were recently installed. There 

isn't a sidewalk on the side near Casey's so pedestrians have to cross N. Missouri, which is a very busy street. 

Therefore, majority of individuals don't bother crossing. 

 starting at VP racing down to Gulf on both sides of the streets. Then to Walmart. 

 hwy 185 (from AA to Hwy 8) 

 
 E Main St. 

 Hwy p, 8 hwy and the road next to Dickey bubs 

 Funeral home needs a blinking light or something 

 P Hwy, 21 

 Not sure 

 All of them 

 Streets around the high school 

 Purcell Dr 

 High St & Hall St, 

 Mine St & High Street 

 Jefferson 

 High st. Heading towards 8 west towards steelville intersecting with mine st Side walks on east high st. They are 

barely accessible for walkers 

 The intersections on Jefferson need crosswalks. 

 By the school 

 North missouri 

 Behind Main Street and down to the school 

 Hwy 21 and Hwy 8 

 Main Street all they way through town to Walmart 

 Hey 8 & 21, hwy 21 at walmart, hwy 8 from hardeez to sonic, Purcell drive and Purcell to 8/21; road beside hotel 

and dickey bub, hwy p from mcdonalds to city park, all of Jefferson st 

 Mine st/high st. Mine st/Jefferson st mill st/jeffferson st 
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 I’m sure all crosswalks need upgrades 

 Jefferson Street 

 By courthouse and funeral homes 

 I’m not sure if it’s possible, but by 8&21 four-way
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 Some of the roads need to be repaired 

 The city needs to be more accommodating to wheel chair accessibility…. 

 Our city park would benefit greatly from paving the walking trail that many use. I would love to walk there, but 

do not often because of the path not being paved. 

 My son in legally blind and uses a white cane to feel his way around, sidewalks are a must in my opinion. 

 Need are places to ride bikes 

 I live  

 9 miles from town so I drive. Can’t see hauling a bike to town just to bike around 

 The hospital trail is not close enough to other activities and seems forgotten 

 Cross walks need to be more visible and speed limit needs to be lowered on East High st. Large trucks drive too 

fast on 8 highway cutting through Potosi. Cars on the street block the view for oncoming cars and pedestrians. 

This highway is not very safe for pedestrians and is a big reason there’s less foot traffic and biking traffic 

 I would love to see a walking/biking trail throughout the city park and to and from the park as well as along 

Jefferson Street. 

 We also need bike and or ATV lanes on highway 8 and P. 

 In order to build a cycling culture, you have to have FUN places to ride like trails with features or a pump track. 

Bike lanes alone won't do it 

 Having parking lots to park at and be able to walk on sidewalks to destinations 

 There seem to be more people walking in town now and more sidewalks would definitely help improve their 

safety 

 Many kids walk by my house on Jefferson and the sidewalk is horrible 
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 Always good to add and improve sidewalks 

 I feel we need a multi purpose paved trail for jogging, walking, and bike riding 

 I believe everything has been covered 

 I walk 3+ miles 4-5 times a week and I stick to track or road around intermediate to have good surfaces to walk 

on but I’d love a longer distance place to walk so as not too be so repetitive 

 We have made some progress in recent years but much more needs done. We have many in our community 

who walk everywhere out of necessity. 

 We need a pool in the city of potosi for our kids there's nothing 

 Bike trail or paved sidewalk for access from Simmental Lane to North Missouri Street 

 There are many areas where people are walking/ riding bikes where there or no sidewalks &/or bike lanes. 

Dangerous 

 Side walks area desperately needed. I have a blind child who will never drive. When he’s grown and lives 

independently he will need side walks in order to stay local and be independent 

 Jefferson Street badly needs sidewalks, it's dangerous with the amount of people walking in the street 

 I live out P Hwy and there is no way to safely ride a bicycle or walk on that road. In addition, walking in town can 

be a dicey prospect, especially in the area of 8 and 21. Not only are there no allowances for pedestrian crossings, 

but shady characters tend to congregate at the gas station. 

 A dedicated walkway to the Potosi City Park that includes the Potosi Elementary School Improvements along 

Purcell Drive 

 We have a large population of folks without transportation & no form of public transportation to ease burden. 

 Hwy 8&185 intersection needs improvements 

 Jefferson Street is dangerous and used daily by school sports and city residents. 

 We need safe connectivity between the High School campus and the elementary to the city park. 
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Appendix B:  Pedestrian 

Funding Opportunities  
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Appendix C:  Livable/Complete 

Streets Information 
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